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***** Print on Demand *****.This thought-provoking and life-shifting book by artist and teacher,
Pattie Ann Hale, is an invitation to live artfully. The artful life is a deeply spiritual life which brings
those who will embark upon it into a deeper understanding of creation, God s heart, community,
and themselves. This book will open one to new doors of creativity, love, soulfulness and spiritual
encounter through the sacredness of everyday living, seeing divine nature in the entirety of life. Is
there something more to life? Does the aching of it call out to you every time you quiet yourself
enough to hear the calling? Every moment from this moment on beckons you to reach into your
truest nature and be the creative one you are even now designed to be - the one you are right now -
today - in this moment. We are all artists made in the image of God. We all have the ability to live
artfully. It is a life that brings the something more. It is a life that requires you to take risks - risks to
love, lead, dream, break...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional ebook along with the typeface employed was intriguing to see. It really is simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent of the ebook. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Brian Miller-- Brian Miller

It is fantastic and great. It usually will not charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding.
-- Modesto Mante-- Modesto Mante
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